TASK FORCE REPORT: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING UNDERREPRESENTED FACULTY RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
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Introduction

These recommendations introduce initiatives that will help UIS recruit and retain underrepresented faculty so that our diverse student body can see themselves reflected in their faculty. More specifically, our focus has been on improving the recruitment and retention of underrepresented faculty at UIS, particularly Black, Latinx, and Indigenous faculty.

Over the course of the Spring 2022 semester, our task force has done extensive research in this area. Our recommendations come out of clear, data-driven scholarship on how to make academic institutions places where underrepresented faculty can thrive. As such, we include specific actions, parties responsible for those actions, and the concrete resources they require if we are to become an institution that fully serves all of our faculty and students.

Although significant work was put into these recommendations, this task force is painfully aware of the fact that our work is but a single step in the journey toward creating more inclusive recruitment and retention practices. The process of consultation and consensus building should start on the discussion of these recommendations themselves. Campus climate is inextricably linked to the goal of increasing the recruitment and retention of under-represented faculty, and therefore, broad and long-term commitment to measuring and improving campus climate as it relates to inclusion; experiences of bias, harassment, and discrimination; the sense of community; and awareness of campus resources is vital. Our task force wishes to point out that silence and inaction on these matters directly imposes harm on those holding vulnerable and marginalized identities on our campus.

A UIS campus climate survey of Black and Latinx students conducted by Dr. Kay McChesney, Associate Professor of Social Work, and Dr. Karen R. Moranski, former Associate Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate Education (2016), revealed that Black and Latinx students experience disproportionate amounts of racial biases at UIS. They experienced both explicit and implicit biases and even within UIS classrooms. Some of the study’s findings indicated:

- “Students wanted faculty to notice and challenge racist comments made by students in class; when they failed to do so, they left Black and Latino/a students feeling angry and betrayed.”
- “Students of color in the honors program report feeling like they are forced into being the token representative of their race or ethnicity.”
- “Students perceived that faculty treated them differently because of race/ethnicity.”
UIS, along with institutions of higher education across the country, has a problem with bias and racism, and specifically with anti-Blackness. Our society has a problem with bias and racism, and specifically with anti-Blackness. This affects our students our faculty. It is no coincidence that a semester prior to the formation of this task force, two Black women faculty at UIS resigned.

This report represents a starting place for addressing these problems within our institution. We cannot hope to recruit and retain underrepresented faculty through surface-level changes.

A core part of this report involves initiatives such as regular climate surveys and the redistribution of resources to underrepresented faculty, which should be ongoing.

This report also acknowledges that the work of dismantling racism and all forms of inequity at UIS is ongoing. These problems will not be solved with the few actions and resources we have recommended below. This report is a call for action for a long-term commitment to the anti-racism work at UIS.

A note from the Task Force Members:

As a task force, we wish to uphold the values of transparency and integrity. We believe that institutional and systemic oppression continue to marginalize and harm our current and future colleagues. We seek to move forward in these discussions by engaging with our colleagues in intersectional analyses and approaches that draw upon the concept of concentric circles in order to make visible the overlapping forms of systemic oppression. We are dedicated to servant leadership, the principle of recognition (recognizing harm experienced and rights challenged, naming power imbalances, uplifting marginalized contributions, and providing positive emotional affirmations), and the interrogation of dominant thinking styles, assumptions, and mindsets. We invite our colleagues to join us in these commitments.

Finally, we openly invite the broad dissemination of our recommendations, which we hope will be followed by ongoing dialogue, constructive critiques, and emerging strategies.

---

1 Tastan & Davoudi (2019).
2 Wagner & Yee (2011).
4 Gotsis, G., & Grimani, K. (2016)
5 Pless & Maak (2004).
Task Force Members:

- Assistant Director for Access & Equity: Shelby Bedford
- 2 Faculty Members – CBM: Ranjan Karri & Jorge Villegas
- 1 Faculty Member – CEHS: Kay McChesney
- 2 Faculty Members – CLAS: Miranda Andrews & Meg Cass
- 2 Faculty Members – CPAA: Junfeng Wang & Daniel Platt
- 1 Faculty Member – Library: Sally LaJoie
- 1 Dean: Lan Dong
- 1 Associate Vice Chancellor: Lucia Vasquez
- Assistant Provost Human Resources: Natalie Taylor

Important literature on organizational strategies for under-represented recruitment and retention; promoting inclusion in higher education; and general understandings of oppression

Abes, E. S. (2005). Identity development of diverse populations: Implications for teaching and administration in higher education.


Faculty Recruitment and Hiring Practices

Consider changes to the search process to educate committees on inclusive practices and create accountability for diverse and inclusive recruiting.

Search committees should be required to take a training on inclusive hiring methods and mitigating bias. This training should focus on helping search committees understand their biases and beliefs and how these influence their decision-making. Research has shown that trainings aimed at helping search committee members identify and mitigate their own biases translate into an increase in underrepresented individuals in hiring pools, finalist lists, and hires.⁶

Access & Equity should develop and provide search committees with specific resources on mitigating bias and engaging with inclusive hiring practices.

Access & Equity should create a step at the conclusion of the hiring process that requires search committees to summarize their efforts to recruit diverse candidates and conduct an inclusive search process. Search committees should be required to provide a brief narrative and/or evidence of where their job was advertised (specifically providing evidence that diverse recruitment resources were used), how networking was conducted in an inclusive manner, how they evaluated the candidate on DEI values and experience, and what the demographic make-up of their pool was.

Create a website with information and resources on inclusive hiring

Access & Equity will create a webpage within the AEO site that specifically provides clear resources on implicit bias. This information is harder to access when buried within a lengthy search committee manual.⁷

Access & Equity should provide on their website resources to assist search committees and hiring managers in creating job descriptions, search plans, and advertising plans that are centered on DEI goals and values.

---

⁶ Griffin, Bennett, & York (2020); Bilimoria & Buch (2010); Carnes et al., (2012); Girod et al. (2016); Kayes (2006); Laursen & Austin (2014); Devine et al. (2017); Sensoy & DiAngelo (2017)

⁷ For example: https://hr.uw.edu/diversity/hiring/bias-and-hiring/
Provide a centralized funding source to mitigate the additional cost of diversity-centered recruitment resources and practices

DEI-focused job boards, job fairs, and other recruitment methods typically require a larger financial commitment than traditional recruitment resources. This makes it difficult for search committees with limited budgets to justify the use of DEI-focused recruitment resources. Funding methods for faculty recruitment should be re-considered; specifically, the creation of a centralized fund for DEI-focused recruitment that can be equitably distributed is recommended. This will expand university-wide availability of inclusive job boards & recruitment consortiums.

Create guidelines for the strategic use of search waivers for targeted diverse hiring

The Assistant Director of Access and Equity, Strategic Hiring Committee, and Provost’s Office should consider the use of search waivers to create a direct pipeline between dissertation fellowships and full faculty appointments, and/or to expedite hiring processes to meet strategic diversity goals. Decision-makers should keep in mind that search waivers can be used in a variety of ways, including to partially waive certain search requirements to expedite the process, recruit highly sought-after candidates, and more.

Plan for the continued use of cluster hires

Cluster hires of faculty working in research areas that center diversity, equity, and inclusion are cited numerous times as a central component to recruiting and retaining faculty from underrepresented groups. Elizabeth S. Chilton, Dean of the Harper College of Arts and Science at Binghampton University writes about the importance of finding resources for cluster hires even during times of scarcity:

I recognize that this type of cluster hire, one with a cross-disciplinary research and teaching focus, would not be appropriate or effective for all disciplines across the arts and sciences. But initiating such a program demonstrates an institutional commitment to the issues of equity that we seek to promote. It also makes us all more mindful of other ways we can continue to build on our diversity and recruitment efforts.

The bottom line is that we cannot wait for an influx of resources in higher education in order to recruit, retain and support a diverse cohort of faculty, staff and students.

---

Cluster hires are one way to do this. Each college and university should stay focused on its core values and priorities -- in times of scarcity and in times of plenty.

UIS has undertaken its inaugural cluster hire in AY 2021-2022 to recruit underrepresented faculty. Once these searches are complete, we suggest AEO and the CLAS interim dean conduct a debriefing with the cluster hire departments and search committees, identifying strengths and opportunities for improvement.

After the debrief, AEO will work with those involved in the inaugural cluster hire to create a guideline to serve as a roadmap for future cluster hires.

The Strategic Hiring Committee, the Provost, deans, and academic units must commit to additional cluster hires in the near future. Hiring a few underrepresented faculty is not enough and runs the risk of not being able to retain these new hires due to feelings of isolation, lack of community, and more, as studies have clearly shown (Jayakumar, Howard, Allen, and Han 2009; Turner, Myers & Creswell 1999).

Important Literature on Inclusive Search & Hiring Processes


Create avenues for transparency, recognition, and the creation of community

Create additional incentives for faculty going above and beyond in diversity, equity, and inclusion in their scholarship, teaching, community work (outside UIS), or University work. For example, consider NIAs and/or other substantial resources for DEI awards.

Establish internal grants to fund DEI initiatives such as, but not including: developing new courses; access to trainings, book clubs, inclusive teaching programs; and enacting DEI focused goals developed by Colleges/Departments. As an example an “Innovative Inclusion” grant could provide the opportunity for funding in specified areas: Teaching and Learning, Professional Development; Climate and Community, Infrastructure and Investment, etc.  

Infuse information related to DEI into university websites to be used during recruitment. This should include College and Department goals related to DEI, support resources for underrepresented faculty, demographics of the Springfield Community, a list of community groups and resources related to DEI, and more.

Make publicly available information regarding recipients of diverse faculty funding, including, but not limited to: how many recipients, how the funds were used, narratives regarding the impact on the recipients.

Research has shown positive benefits of affinity groups for creating community and enhancing inclusion in workplaces, including higher education. For example, in a study examining the effects of employee involvement, diversity, and workplace innovation, Yang and Konrad (2010) state: “the development of affinity groups or employee networks helping to make connections among racioethnic minorities or women have been linked to positive attitudinal and career outcomes for historically marginalized groups,” (32). With this in mind, we propose the creation of “collaborative communities” and affinity groups.  

- Community for Underrepresented Faculty and Staff
- LGBTQ+ Community
- University Women’s Coalition
- Inclusive Pedagogies and Practices Community

---


11 Examples: [https://www.bc.edu/content/bc-web/offices/human-resources/sites/oid/thrive/Affinity-Groups.html](https://www.bc.edu/content/bc-web/offices/human-resources/sites/oid/thrive/Affinity-Groups.html); [https://sites.rowan.edu/diversity-equity-inclusion/collaborative-communities-and-affinity-groups.html](https://sites.rowan.edu/diversity-equity-inclusion/collaborative-communities-and-affinity-groups.html); [https://dei.gsu.edu/act/faculty-affinity-groups/](https://dei.gsu.edu/act/faculty-affinity-groups/)
Create a university-wide faculty mentoring program

We recommend a formalized mentorship program in which mentors are trained and compensated for the immense labor that consistent and effective mentoring requires.

Formalized mentorship programs include the following structures:

- New faculty members are assigned mentors within their home department who are interested in supporting them and their goals. The program should ensure that this is a good match in terms of personality and values.
- Because research shows that some faculty members from underrepresented groups flourish more with mentors of similar cultural background, some mentees may opt for a mentor outside of UIS.
- The program will establish clear goals and expectations for the mentor and mentees, including monthly meetings between mentors and new faculty, as well as social activities for mentors and mentees to attend as a group.
- Potential topics for mentor/mentee meetings and activities include:
  - Work-life balance
  - Developing a research agenda
  - Making progress toward tenure
  - Faculty resources available at UIS such as internal grants
  - The tenure and promotion process at UIS
- The program will develop a handbook of best practices for mentoring underrepresented faculty and will also provide training for new mentors.
- The program will facilitate monthly faculty gatherings to give new faculty the opportunity to meet faculty outside their home department.
- Research suggests that mentors should be compensated for their time and labor in order for mentorship to be successful. Informal mentorship tends to not work as well, especially for underrepresented faculty at primarily white institutions (Tillman, L. C., 2001)

Important Literature on Underrepresented Faculty Support and Wellness


Personnel Processes

Integrate DEI frameworks into personnel policies

Representatives from each college should work to research and develop a DEI Framework for evaluating faculty teaching, scholarship, and service to be integrated into the personnel handbook.

Integrate assessment of DEI activities and achievements of faculty in Annual Performance Reviews including course design issues such as learning outcomes, accessibility, and course material (inclusive content, authors, etc.).

Create a workgroup OR charge an existing committee with examining current personnel processes with the following goals:

1. Examine current University-wide guidelines both in terms of specific criteria and clarity of communication of these criteria of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in tenure and promotion (T&P);
2. Research best practices and challenges associated with more explicit recognition of DEI activities in T&P processes;
3. Recommend specific criteria that could be adopted at the University level to recognize and reward DEI contributions in the T&P process;
4. Review best practices and make recommendations regarding how to best support DEI-related faculty work; and
5. Communicate findings and make recommendations to the Campus Senate in the form of a brief report.

This group should also work closely with UIUC to determine strengths and weaknesses of their “Guide to DEI Work in the Promotion and Tenure Process” during implementation (https://provost.illinois.edu/policies/provosts-communications/communication-9-promotion-and-tenure/). Consider adopting elements of this guide in part as a transitional process.

Review membership of department personnel committees

Strong consideration should be given to the make-up of Department Personnel Committees. This task force did not reach a consensus regarding the qualifications for membership in these committees, but did agree that the membership can have far-reaching impacts on both the members and the individuals they evaluate. Some of our task force believes that Personnel Committee members should be limited to Tenured Faculty in order to protect untenured faculty who may be subject to manipulation and bullying in going with the dominant coalition in tenure/promotion decisions. On the surface it seems everyone has a voice but in personnel decisions this can create an inequity in voice due to perceptions of retaliation etc. Other members of our task force believe that with low levels of diversity among the group of Tenured
Faculty, requiring all members of Personnel Committees to have tenure will exclude the very voices that we are trying to center. However, all task force members agreed that the makeup of personnel committee members seems to be different across Colleges, and should be standardized and enforced.

Standards for tenure/promotion should be documented and communicated clearly by each unit. Vague expectations can create discrimination. New tenure-track faculty should receive clear communication regarding tenure expectations, timelines, and exceptions (for example, the availability of tenure roll-back) and the opportunity for regular meetings with the department chair or other academic leaders to discuss their progress and any questions related to tenure.

Departments should be provided training and guidance to support the creation of representative and diverse personnel committees. Committees with control over hiring and promotion decisions hold immense power, and should be equipped with the skills for recognizing, examining, and mitigating their own biases.

Recognize scholarly contributions that fall outside traditional definitions of scholarship

Traditional definitions of “excellent scholarship” are informed by white supremacist systems of knowledge-making. Other forms of scholarship that contribute to the field should be recognized in APRs, tenure reviews, and other personnel processes.

- Example: Editing and self-publishing an anthology of poems by young writers on colorism.
- Example: Co-editing a book on feminist pedagogies in fashion studies.
- Example: Creating and publishing an open access journal on queer aesthetics that includes scholars from both inside and outside the academy.

In addition to discipline-based research, recognition should be given to faculty scholarship that addresses DEI goals even though it may not be central to their discipline.

Recognize service contributions that address DEI and might be outside the institution

Black, Indigenous, and people of color are often tapped for specific community forms of service that are not necessarily validated by the UIS process.

- Example: Professional associations and projects designed to serve underrepresented scholars.
Set guidelines for how student evaluations should be considered in tenure/promotion decisions

Bias in student evaluations is well documented especially toward women and people of color (Mitchell & Martin, 2018; Chávez & Mitchell 2020). So, student evaluation should only be used as formative and not summative. There are several universities who have gone this way. There are several other measures such as peer review of teaching materials, peer observation of classroom lectures etc. that have been proven to be better indicators of teaching quality.

Creature a structure of upward mobility for non-tenure track faculty

Introduce a promotion system, including salary increases, for non-tenure track faculty. Their accomplishments, growth as teachers, and dedication to UIS students and departments should be rewarded. For example, at some institutions instructors can be promoted to senior lecturer after 3-5 years, and to distinguished lecturer after another 3-5 years (e.g.: https://provost.utk.edu/lecturer-promotion; https://las.illinois.edu/faculty/policy/iii6).

Important Literature on Faculty Personnel Processes


UIS Campus Climate and Culture

Conduct and respond to regular climate surveys

The university should have a systematic, transparent, and public process to gather, analyze, and communicate relevant insights to be used to track trends and to plan and evaluate DEI efforts at different levels of analysis. Some recommended actions are:

- The Office of Institutional Research should continue tracking the number of Race-Ethnicity and gender of Full-Time Staff, by Employment Group. In addition to this, we also recommend the collection of demographic data by college, including: race, ethnicity, gender identity, veteran status, and disability status. Trend analyses should be presented annually to the UIS community at the Campus Senate and/or appropriate committees. The datasets should be made available to stakeholders to obtain data from specific units. One possible way to accomplish easy and flexible access to the dataset is the use of a web-based tool like Tableau.
- The university should engage in AY 22-23 in a consultative process to develop a university-level climate survey to assess the UIS community’s perceptions and attitudes toward the university and relevant units (college and department) culture, DEI efforts, satisfaction, and other important drivers of the wellbeing of all members of the UIS community. The survey, the process used for the development of the instrument and methodology, and subsequent results should reside on a publicly available webpage.
- The survey should be deployed on a regular basis. The revision of the methodology and instrument as well as the plan for dissemination should be part of the charge of an appropriate university-level committee. Deployment of the survey, data gathering and analysis should be guided by the Office of Institutional Research. The results of the survey should be made available on a publicly available webpage as well as at the Campus Senate and relevant committees.
- The data obtained from all of the sources mentioned above should be monitored and used to assess the university’s progress in DEI concerns and to make data-driven decisions such as funding of programs and the development of new initiatives.

Implement accountability mechanisms

To ensure we are holding ourselves accountable for responding to issues identified through climate surveys, create a committee dedicated to reviewing climate surveys and recommending/implementing actions steps.

Provide training to chairs and school directors on how to respond to reports of identity-based harassment, discriminations, or harm; how to cultivate equitable and inclusive environments; conducting inclusive meetings; and how to address “subtle” forms of harassment and discrimination that may not necessarily rise to the level of legal harassment or discrimination.
Create a bias reporting mechanism through AEO that would allow individuals experiencing identity-based bias and micro-aggressions to flag the behavior and explore informal options (i.e. options outside of formal harassment/discrimination investigations) for addressing the negative experiences. This will also allow AEO to document and track potential trends and create targeted interventions.

Integrate DEI language into department and program missions as well as program assessments. Communicate how each department/college is approaching DEI. Consider mission statements, regular trainings on course accessibility and inclusive teaching practices, and awards. Require all Colleges and Department to engage in critical evaluations of their current DEI efforts and the creation of values, measurable goals, and action steps for enhancing DEI within their unit. As new Colleges are being formed, the Provost must require each College to engage in this work and insert accountability measures to ensure this is done.

Each department should have a departmental mission statement, and each departmental mission statement should articulate how that department understands its DEI goals and seeks to achieve them. This will help departments to construct DEI language for job search descriptions and to hold itself accountable for meeting its DEI objectives.

As a part of crafting these mission statements, departments should reflect on how they currently promote or obstruct DEI goals in their courses, including at the levels of course content; course assessment; and program structure. Departments should be aware, for example, of how course content can communicate who is welcome in certain disciplines and who is not; how different assessment devices can re-inscribe pre-existing educational inequalities; and how gatekeeping courses and other requirements can disproportionately affect minoritized students.

Schools and departments should be required to complete a self-audit on a regular basis that shall include: a restatement of the department’s DEI goals; a set of specific DEI objectives going forward; and an evaluation of whether the department has met its specific objectives from its last audit. This process will need to be intentional and strategic, likely making this a long-term goal. University leaders should determine whether this initiative can be incorporated into the 2028 Strategic Compass processes.

Engage in long-term DEI planning

Campus leadership must consider how UIS is to engage in the long-term planning, implementation, assessment, and funding of initiatives focused on improving general climate and inclusion on campus. Some task force members wish for leadership to engage with external consultants, who are grounded in DEI principles, to conduct a self-study of current strengths and opportunities for improvement in the area of diverse recruitment, retention of those with
marginalized identities, and the advancement of inclusion within the broader campus community. This self-study could map into the creation of a 5-year strategic diversity, equity, and inclusion plan. Broad campus involvement could inform the intersecting ways in which separate divisions may experience negative climates, as well as how divisions may work together to create and implement strategic solutions. By engaging in a long-term strategic process, some members of the task force believe that the university would be better able to financially plan for the support of DEI initiatives. Further, a long-term strategic planning process would ensure that positive work continues to occur in this area on a consistent basis, which will be required for measurable impact.

However, some task force members worry that this process may lead to further strain on key individuals on campus who tend to repeatedly participate in initiatives focused on advancing DEI. Others feel that a long-term strategic planning process would not allow for the flexibility required to be able to effectively respond to emerging needs and trends.

We leave the item of whether to engage in a long-term strategic planning process on the table for future discussion and consideration.
Recommended Immediate Actions

Here, we seek to outline additional detail and timelines for some of the previously described recommendations which we believe are actionable in the immediate term. Resource figures and numbers are estimated based on benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Responsible Party</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **High Priority (Recruitment & Retention)** | Continue hiring faculty doing DEI work                                | Provost’s Office, in consultation with deans and departments                      | Additional funding for placing job ads to recruit underrepresented candidates; Other resources based on the debriefing of the inaugural cluster hire in AY 2021-2022 | Immediate action  
AY 2022-23 and continuous for 5-10 years |
<p>| Cluster Hires                       |                                                                        |                                                                                  |                                                                                                    |                                 |
| <strong>High Priority (Accountability):</strong>  | Departments should be required to complete a self-audit every 3 years that shall include: a restatement of the department’s DEI goals; a set of specific DEI objectives going forward; and an evaluation of whether the department has met its specific objectives from its last audit. | Department chairs/school directors responsible for developing these plans within one year | None                                                                                               | Spring 2023                     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Responsible Party</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offer more internal grants supporting research that explicitly advances Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion</td>
<td>Create competitive scholarly research grant program(s) for research that advances DEI goals</td>
<td>Provost’s Office with support from the AVC for Research and Innovation</td>
<td>Up to 3 recipients per year, 1 NIA or $3,000 development fund</td>
<td>As soon as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a robust DEI framework for faculty promotion and tenure</td>
<td>Faculty work together to create a framework that explicitly values DEI as in teaching, scholarship, service</td>
<td>Personnel Policy Committee</td>
<td>PPC can include this as part of their work or two NIAs for two faculty should be provided (priority given to underrepresented faculty) to research DEI frameworks as part of promotion and tenure policies.</td>
<td>As soon as possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support new faculty, particularly underrepresented faculty, with effective, structured, and accountable mentoring.</td>
<td>Create a formal mentorship program that includes structured goals for meetings as well as activities for new faculty and mentees.</td>
<td>Center for Faculty Excellence</td>
<td>Compensation for faculty mentors</td>
<td>As soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Responsible Party</td>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train department chairs and other academic leaders on how to integrate DEI objectives into their unit’s goals. Clarify or create DEI commitments and goals at the department/school level</td>
<td>Have each department review and revise their mission statement to include DEI commitments and goals</td>
<td>Department chair/school director</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Fall 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop an institutional strategic plan for DEI in the next 1-2 years</td>
<td>Provost and Chancellor in consultation with departments and schools make resources for internal grants and awards mentioned above that units deem appropriate. Consider the hiring external consultants in consultation with faculty and ensure consultants and their organization have a specific anti-Racist framework</td>
<td>Include a wide range of campus stakeholders from various departments.</td>
<td>To be determined</td>
<td>Begin discussion on what this would look like during the Fall 2022 semester.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>